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1
1.1

Introduction
Commission and Purpose
a. The replacement of the Bothamley Park Trunk Sewer has been approved as one of
three referred projects for the Fast-Track process under the COVID-19 Recovery
(Fast-track Consenting) Referred Projects Order 2020. The other two being the
construction of a new High-Level Water Reservoir and the construction of a
Stormwater Treatment Wetland at Cannons Creek Park.
b. The purpose of this report is to support the Stage 1 Trunk Sewer consent application,
providing a high-level assessment of the proposed trunk sewer's integration with the
Parks Landscape Plan (aka the landscape masterplan), with particular regard to the
wider improvements being considered for Bothamley Park (‘the Park’), and in relation
to cycleways, recreation areas and facilities, crime prevention through environmental
design, safety upgrades, and public access.

1.1.1 Order In Council
a. Section 6 of Schedule 9 of The Covid-19 Recovery (Fast-track Consenting) Referred
Projects Order (Order in Council) outlines specific further information that is required
to be submitted. Specifically, item (l) requires:
(l)

1.2

a masterplan of Bothamley Park and Cannons Creek Park, which must:
(i) show how the wastewater trunk main upgrade and proposed wetland
integrate with the wider improvements being considered for the parks.
(ii) have regard to cycleways, recreation areas and facilities, crime
prevention through environmental design, safety upgrades, and public
access.

Overview

1.2.1 Executive Summary
a. In this report we provide an outline of the Parks Landscape Plan, its vision, objectives
and key themes (see Section 2). The context of engagement (community, partner and
stakeholder) is summarised (Section 2.2), including how it has influenced both the
direction of the Parks Landscape Plan and the trunk sewer project. The alignment of
the trunk sewer works with the vision for Bothamley Park are considered, including the
integration with proposed wider improvements and how any potentially negative
impacts may be mitigated (Section 3).
b. In Section 4 Conclusion and Recommendations we summarise why we consider the
works will have net positive effects upon Bothamley Park, and as such, align with the
vision, key themes and objectives of the Parks Landscape Plan. The construction
works will have temporary adverse effects, including interruptions to the public’s
access and enjoyment of this great Porirua reserve. However, these can be
satisfactorily mitigated. Note that a landscape and visual effects assessment of the
trunk sewer is provided by others.
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1.2.2 Location
a. At approx. 85ha Bothamley Park is the city’s second largest reserve and is regarded
as the ‘green heart’ of Porirua. The Park is located between Aotea, Ascot Park,
Waitangirua, Cannons Creek and Ranui suburbs. Through its centre runs the
Kenepuru Stream which flows into Te Awarua-o-Porirua, the Porirua Harbour. The
Park has over 5kms of existing shared walk/cycle pathways, which form the main
connections from Mepham Place, near SH59 (formerly SH1) and the Porirua Train
Station to Warspite Avenue in Ascot Park. The ‘old road’ is the main path route within
the Park and provides gentle access amongst the trees, up the valley besides the
Kenepuru Stream. It connects most of the eastern suburbs to the city centre and
railway station and is great for walking, running and cycling.
b. Ownership of the Park is under PCC (for the extent of the proposed Phase 1 Trunk
Sewer Upgrade). In some areas the planned sewer route extends into the road
carriageway beyond Bothamley Park which is also owned and maintained by PCC.

Figure 1. Aerial view of Bothamley Park showing the proposed alignment of the new trunk sewer.
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2

Eastern Porirua Parks Landscape Plan

2.1

Project Background
a. Crown agencies have been working with Ngāti Toa Rangatira (Ngāti Toa) and the
Porirua City Council (PCC) to develop a 25-year project to regenerate Eastern Porirua.
b. Porirua Development is a $1.5 billion central government investment in Porirua.
Kāinga Ora is partnering with Porirua City Council to build new homes and better
neighbourhoods in the suburbs of Ascot Park, Waitangirua, Cannons Creek and
Rānui. Kāinga Ora is also partnering with Ngāti Toa in the west to improve state
housing in Titahi Bay, Mana and Tawa. This work is underway and will continue to
ramp up over the next few years.

2.1.1 Eastern Porirua Spatial Plan
a. In 2019 Kāinga Ora commissioned a spatial plan for Eastern Porirua. The spatial plan
provides a framework for the planning and implementation of regeneration projects
within the area through the Porirua Development Investment. It sets out the long term
vision and objectives for the area and its communities. As part of Kāinga Ora’s
overarching vision this includes sustainable, inclusive and thriving communities that:
• Provide people with good quality, affordable housing choices that meet diverse
needs.
• Support good access to jobs, amenities and services.
• Sustain or enhance the overall economic, social, environmental and cultural wellbeing of current and future generations.
b. Seven ‘Focus Areas’ underpin the spatial plan and were established through the
design process based upon feedback from community and stakeholder engagement
sessions. The focus areas are as follows:

c.

• Whakapapa / Identity.
• Mauri Tu & Te Taiao / Environment.
• Manawaroatanga & Toitūtanga / Resilience and Sustainability.
• He Ara / Connections.
• Wahi Hapori / Neighbourhoods.
• Ngā Pokapūtanga Ngangahau / Vibrant Centres.
• Hē Kāinga / Quality Homes.
The purpose of the focus areas is to guide subsequent ‘Key Projects’ identified in the
spatial plan that will collectively deliver the regeneration outcomes sought for Eastern
Porirua. One of the ‘Key Projects’ is the Parks Landscape Plan – a long-term
regeneration strategy for three reserves:

• Bothamley Park.
• Cannons Creek Park, and
• Cannons Creek Lakes Reserve.
d. The three reserves are physically connected, are fundamental to the green network
and open space provision within eastern Porirua and are valued by the community.

2.1.2 Parks Landscape Plan Scope
a. The Parks Landscape Plan sets out a roadmap for the regeneration and enhancement
of the reserves, including their recreational opportunities, and with a strong focus on
ecology, biodiversity and the restoration of the Kenepuru Stream.
b. The Parks Landscape Plan will identify ways in which we can enhance the
accessibility, safety and function of the parks to best meet the needs of the community
and te taiao, the environment.
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c.

It’s a plan that will define potential future projects for the three parks, from which
Kāinga Ora, Ngāti Toa and Porirua City Council will then be able to identify project
phasing, funding, governance, delivery, stakeholder and community engagement.

2.1.3 Project Team Relationships
a. Studio Pacific are the design lead for the Parks Landscape Plan and have developed it
through close collaboration with Morphum (terrestrial and stream ecology), Locales
(place-based storytelling), Kāinga Ora, Ngāti Toa Rangatira, Porirua City Council, and
the community. Because of our role in developing the long-term master plan for
Bothamley Park (that being the Parks Landscape Plan), we are therefore well-placed,
as authors of this report, to assess whether the Trunk Sewer is consistent with it.

2.2

Engagement
a. The development of the Parks Landscape Plan has been an engagement-led process.
This has included two rounds of public engagement in late 2021 which involved
sharing some details about the trunk sewer project and its potential alignment.
b. Engagement Timeline
August - September 2021 – Engagement Round 1
Understanding what is important to the community and stakeholders.
September - October 2021 – Develop a draft landscape concept plan and key
themes.
November/December 2021 – Engagement Round 2
Share key themes with community and invite feedback.
January/February 2022 – Refine the Parks Landscape Plan and issue report.
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2.2.1 Public engagement
a. In the first round of engagement, for Bothamley Park, there were 187 survey
responses, 93% of these use the Park for recreation and exercise. The Park is an
important linkage for commuting and connecting to other parks. Therefore, maintaining
access through the Park during construction is an important consideration.
Respondents highlighted the need to better maintain the Park tracks and the desire for
new ones. Not many respondents said they used the parks for gatherings, but this
could be improved as there was a desire for seating, lighting, and toilets. Sewerage
overflows, flooding, and the need to improve the health of the stream was mentioned
often along with the desire for more native planting.

Figure 2. Round 1 public engagement diagram. The bigger the text/bubble, the more the subject was
mentioned.
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2.2.2 Ngāti Toa

a. Engagement with Ngāti Toa included identifying what was important for them when

discussing te taiao, the environment and the Parks Landscape Plan project. There
was a strong focus on the wai and the necessity to restore its mana that has been
systematically degraded for decades. Ngāti Toa are excited by the potential for this
project to have a significant positive impact on the ecology of Te Awarua-O-Porirua
and the community.

Figure 3. Diagram of feedback from Ngāti Toa Round 1 engagement.
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2.2.3 Porirua City Council
a. The Landscape Plan engagement with PCC confirmed the primary purpose of the
reserve, identified in the PCC Reserves Management Plan, was for ‘recreational and
ecological linkages’. This includes:
b. Existing Values
• Kenepuru Stream is a significant waterway within a Landscape Protection Area
• GWRC Key Native Ecosystem.
• Regenerating broadleaved scrub and woodland with stands of emergent totara,
pines, gums, willows and macrocarpa.
• Recreational opportunities for; walking, cycling.
• Picnics, natural play and events.
• Dog Exercise Area.
• Important suburb-to-suburb and city centre connections.
c. Outcomes Sought
• Protect Bothamley Park as the “Green Heart” of Porirua.
• Region wide ‘green’ ecological connections and wai/water catchment.
• Protect the native bush, through plant pest control, enabling regeneration of
native bush.
• Protect the stream and its tributaries to improve in- stream habitat.
• Manage drainage to eliminate waterway contamination. Encourage community
involvement and education.
• Protect high landscape values.
• Continue to encourage high levels of usage through measures in accordance
with the Bothamley Park Development Plan.
• Provide directional and informative signage.
• Allow organised events.
• Protect and enhance practical recreation and commuter linkages.
• Retain the Dog Exercise Area.
• Prohibit Motorcycles from the Reserve.

2.3

Vision
a. The Parks Landscape Plan project includes defining a vision for the Parks that is
developed and resonates with the community, development partners and
stakeholders. The exact wording of which is yet to be defined but in essence it
includes regenerating, enhancing and restoring the health of the Parks for future
generations. This includes the following objectives:
•
•
•
•
•

2.4

Enhance the waterways.
Enhance the natural environment.
Make it safer (CPTED principles).
Access for all – encourage and enable.
Reflect the community and enable cultural practice.

Key Themes
a. From the first round of engagement the potential improvements to the Parks were
ordered into five key themes. These relate back to the vision and objectives and help
to define the potential enhancement projects and their order of priority.
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Figure 4. Round 2 public engagement board highlighting the key themes for park improvements.

2.4.1 Mauri Tū & Te Taiao, Te Arawai/ Our environment and waterways:
a. Repair waterways and habitats and strengthen peoples’ connection to nature.

2.4.2 He Ara / Connections
a. Enhance the access to, and pathway connections within, the Parks.

2.4.3 Facilities and Activities
a. Improve seating, shelter and places for passive and active recreation.

2.4.4 Whakapapa & Mātauranga/ Identity and Education
a. Reflect the community and history of the whenua within the reserves, and foster
educational opportunities for rangatahi and other visitors to the reserves to learn about
the natural environment.

2.4.5 Marutau / Safety
a. Improve the safety of the Parks to make them more inviting and accessible for all.
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2.5

Parks Landscape Plan – Draft Masterplan
a. The final report for the Parks Landscape Plan is still to be issued. However, a draft
concept masterplan for the three reserves has been produced (see below and the
appendices) and, along with the vision, objectives and key themes of the Parks
Landscape Plan, we have been able to consider the potential impacts of the trunk
sewer works against it.

Figure 5. Draft Illustrative Parks Landscape Plan (see also Appendix 2).
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3

Bothamley Park Trunk Sewer

3.1

Alignment with the Parks Landscape Plan
a. The new trunk sewer is an infrastructure project within Bothamley Park which has the
potential to significantly impact on the quality of the Park environment, both positively
and negatively. Therefore, careful consideration of the potential impacts has been
given by the Te Aranga Alliance, and the many technical consultants that they have
commissioned, in order to mitigate any adverse impacts on the Park and find
opportunities where the design can produce positive outcomes for the Park
environment and the community that frequent it.
b. The Parks Landscape Plan is a long-term master plan for Bothamley Park, Cannons
Creek Park and Cannons Creek Lakes Reserve. This report considers the potential
impacts of the trunk sewer works on the vision and objectives for Bothamley Park
identified within the Parks Landscape Plan – in particular, those relating to cycleways,
recreation, CPTED and public access. For potential impacts on ecology and stream
health, please refer to the Ecological Impact Assessment prepared by Morphum
Environmental.
c.

By engaging with the Parks Landscape Plan team and exploring the opportunities and
constraints posed by the new trunk sewer, together with the Te Aranga Alliance, we
have searched for opportunities to integrate the sewer works into wider park
improvements and looked to mitigate any potential negative impacts where they have
arisen. These are described further below and in Appendix 5.3 Bothamley Park Trunk
Sewer Masterplan Opportunities.

3.1.1 Potential impacts on cycleways, recreation areas and facilities
a. Infrastructure works can often dictate what happens above ground in terms of
landscape and urban design. You don’t have to look too far to find examples of
underground services and access chambers negatively impacting on public amenity in
ways such as having manhole covers dotted everywhere and no room to plant trees.
Therefore, engaging with Te Aranga on the location and alignment of the trunk sewer
in relation to the Parks Landscape Plan has been important to avoid such negative
impacts. Potential new recreation facilities, such as those identified at the Champion
Street car park, have been considered in avoiding any potential future limitations on
shelter structures and planting areas, etc.
b. In terms of finding positive outcomes, the following opportunities have been identified:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

New pathway connections within the Park.
Formalising existing path connections within the Park.
New entranceways/access into the Park.
Enhancements to existing entrances.
Improved pathway connections with more gentle gradients – improved
accessibility.
Stream bank stabilisation.
Access improvements to the stream – e.g., to existing swimming holes.
Improved views with tree removal.
Improvements to car parks and preventing motorcycle use within the Park.

3.1.2 Crime prevention through environmental design (CPTED), safety and public
access
a. Through the contextual analysis and engagement process of the Parks Landscape
Plan, public safety has been highlighted as a major issue. People avoid using the Park
because of perceived and real risks to their safety. Motorcycle use within the Park
continues to be a major problem with a recent example (January 2022) of a person
being hit from behind on their bicycle – a matter which has been referred to the Police.
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b. Through Safety in Design (SiD) processes, hazards and risks can be identified and
mitigated and positive outcomes achieved. This includes for the period of construction
and beyond, including for those carrying out the works, maintenance staff and public.
c.

Maintaining public access to the Park during construction is an important consideration
given the duration of the works. Te Aranga Alliance have identified staging of the
works and alternative public access routes as solutions, and these should be
constantly reviewed and updated to ensure that minimum disruption and
inconvenience is caused. The closure of the Park for construction work and public
access arrangements has been considered by a separate application to close the Park
under the Reserves Act 1977. At the time of writing this report the Park closure
application has been notified by PCC for public submission and a decision on the
application is likely in June/July 2022.

d. CPTED measures and measures to maintain public safety and access include:
• Maintaining public access throughout construction – providing clearly marked,
accessible alternative routes.
• Improvements to entry points.
• Improved sight lines (strategic tree removal), views into and out of the Park
(improved passive surveillance).
• Adding path connections for means of escape.
• Passive surveillance.
• Stream bank stabilisation – mitigating hazards to public safety.

3.1.3 Integration with the wider improvements being considered for the parks
a. By engaging with The Parks Landscape Plan team and the public engagement
process, Te Aranga Alliance have integrated the sewer works with the wider
improvements being considered for the Park. These opportunities are identified on the
plans in Appendix 5.3 Bothamley Park Trunk Sewer Masterplan Opportunities and are
as described above. The degree of integration can be divided into three categories:
1. Improvement works that are to be incorporated as part of the Te Aranga
Alliance trunk sewer works.
2. Improvement works that form part of the fast-track consent, however funding
is required (beyond the Te Aranga Alliance sewer project).
3. Improvement works that are separately funded and consented but potentially
brought into the sewer project for construction (if timing can align).
b. The cost apportionment of the above and the consenting arrangements are to be
worked through by Te Aranga Alliance and their development partners.

3.1.4 Mitigation Measures
a. Measures that the Alliance have undertaken to mitigate any adverse effects of the
sewer on the Park environment include, but are not limited to, the following:
• Locating the sewer below the level of the stream bed.
• Minimising the number of sewer stream crossings.
• Removing above-ground stream crossings where the existing sewer pipe is no
longer required.
• Keeping the sewer within the alignment of the ‘old road’ where possible.
• Optimising the number of access chambers.
• Optimising the extent and volume of trenching.
• Avoiding bank destabilisation.
• Optimising the overall length of the sewer by drilling through areas (as opposed
to trenching).
Bothamley Park Trunk Sewer – Assessment of Integration with the Parks Landscape Plan
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• Placing the sewer within the Champion Street road corridor where possible.
• Having multiple site access points to reduce disruption and mitigate vehicle
tracking within the Park.
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4

Conclusion and Recommendations
a. Through engagement with the Parks Landscape Plan, the community, stakeholders
and project partners, Te Aranga Alliance have sought to ensure that the trunk sewer
works contribute positively to the wider enhancements planned for Bothamley Park.
b. The trunk sewer works align with the Parks Landscape Plan vision, objectives and key
themes, with the associated improvements having a predicted positive impact on the
stream health, the recreation and amenity value of the Park and crime prevention
through environmental design (CPTED) outcomes.
c.

In the community engagement, engagement with mana whenua and PCC, clean water
was recognised as being high on the list of priorities and therefore it is a key theme of
the Parks Landscape Plan. Replacing the old pipes (which currently crisscross the
Kenepuru Stream over thirty times) within the Park and providing a new sewer line that
is more resilient to shifting stream alignments and storm events will result in the
community being able to access and enjoy safer water quality. This will be a significant
step forward for te taiao the environment of eastern Porirua and the community.

d. The trunk sewer works present a great opportunity for tangible benefits to Bothamley
Park to be realised for the community and visitors to the reserve. By engaging with the
Parks Landscape Plan, the Te Aranga Alliance has sought to incorporate as many of
the potential Park improvements within the vicinity of the new trunk sewer as possible.
e. The greatest potential negative impacts that the trunk sewer will have on Bothamley
Park and the community are the short-term effects of the construction works. This
includes restrictions of public access to the Park, construction traffic and noise. By
ways of staging the works, providing alternative access routes and maintaining regular
communication with stakeholders and the public, these temporary negative impacts
can be mitigated.
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Reach 01
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This is the flattest and widest of the reaches, Keneperu Stream
meanders across the flood-prone land to meet the Porirua
Stream, that then flows into Porirua Harbour. Stream bank
erosion is particularly prevalent in this reach. The Porirua
train station sits to the west, there is significant opportunity
to improve park access and wayfinding from this entrance to
increase usership and sense of arrival.

SH1 underpass & Keneperu Stream looking to the train station

Potential constructed wetland location
Appendix 5.1 - Parks Landscape Plan - Site Analysis and Opportunities
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Reach 02, 03, 04
6
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A key opportunity is to systematically remove mature pines
on the southern bank to revegetate with natives and create
an open space on the knoll for picnicking with views over the
wetland and stream. Enhancing the connection up to Aotea
via the wetland will improve park usership. The Champion
Street carpark has been identified as a key gateway that
would benefit from signage and amenities such as a toilet and
water fountain.

Aotea stormwater wetland

Large clearing.on a knoll in Reach 3
Appendix 5.1 - Parks Landscape Plan - Site Analysis and Opportunities
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Reach 05

The topography gets steeper in this reach, as does the path.
There is a stormwater outfall pipe near Bellona Place that
could become a terraced raingarden to treat and cool the
water before it enters the stream. The two swimming holes
are in this reach, there is an opportunity to improve access to
them.

Native riparian planting on the waters edge
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Seat made by local school children
Appendix 5.1 - Parks Landscape Plan - Site Analysis and Opportunities
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Reach 06

The blackberry harvest was mentioned very frequently in
stakeholder feedback, the event and the space is treasured
by the park users. Any changes to this space should be
developed with the community to ensure their current
needs and future aspirations are met. The community have
undergone both exotic and native planting in this reach, this
involvement should be supported in other areas. Connections
to Dale Reserve and Tararua Close could be improved.

Revegetation on the western slope near Fiordland Place
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Sealed path from Tararua Close down to the central spine
Appendix 5.1 - Parks Landscape Plan - Site Analysis and Opportunities
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Reach 07

There is an opportunity to improve the entrance off Warspite
Avenue by reducing the path gradient, and creating a sense
of arrival through a trail head. Kerb build outs on both side of
Warspite Avenue would create a safer road crossing improved
connection to Ascot Park. There is also an opportunity to
treat the stormwater outflow from Waihemo Street through a
terraced rain garden before it enters the stream.

Large clearing in Reach 7 by Waihemo Park and play area
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View from path of stepped houses conveying topography
Appendix 5.1 - Parks Landscape Plan - Site Analysis and Opportunities
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Reach 08

There is an opportunity to create a trailhead/outdoor learning
environment on the clearing adjacent to Warspite Avenue.
Kerb build outs on both side of Warspite Avenue would create
a safer road crossing improved connection to Waihora Park.
Improving access from Niagara Street would improve the
connection to the Waitangirua Shops, this would make the
park the most direct route to and from the train station.

Large flat clearing at Warspite Avenue entrance
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Mature Macrocarpa tree avenue
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16

14

KEY
1

Porirua Station trailhead

2

New path connection and bridge

3

Mahinga kai wetland

4

Champion Street trailhead

5

Knoll enhancements and access path

6

Aotea stormwater wetland area
enhancements

7

Enhanced connectivity to Aotea (new
path and bridge)

8

New York Place entrance and stormwater
feature

9

Access improvements between
Bothamley and Cannons Creek Park

10

Swimming hole enhancements

11

New bridge and path connection to
Nelson Avenue

12

New Bellona Place entrance and
stormwater feature

13

New Blackberry Patch open space area

14

Ecologically enhancements to floodplain
wetland

15

Waihemo Street stormwater feature and
open space enhancements

16

Enhancements to Warspite Avenue entry
(northern) and crossing to Ascot Park

17

Niagara Street entry enhancements and
new path connection

18

Kokiri Crescent entry enhancements,
path connection and stormwater feature

19

Warspite Avenue entry (Driver Crescent)
trail head and crossing, including Whare
Kōrero.

20

Cannons Creek Park stormwater wetland

21

Cannons Creek Park pavillion area
enhancements

22

Community gardens and access
enhancements to western side of
Cannons Creek Park

23

Castor Crescent entry enhancements

24

Warspite Ave (Cannons Creek) crossing

25

Enhanced access points into Cannons
Creek Lakes Reserve

26

Driver Crescent open space
enhancements

27

New boardwalk

28

Enhanced pathway links through the park
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Reach 01

DRAFT FOR REVIEW AND DISCUSSION
The following is provided for review and
discussion. These opportunities are not
exhaustive and have not included input from
Porirua City Council. For example, in relation to
tree removal extents.

6

1

2

3

5

4

9
10

7

8

KEY

#

Incorporate as part of Te Aranga sewer works.

#

Part of consent but additional funding required
(beyond Te Aranga Alliance sewer project).

#

Works separately funded and consented but
potentially brought into the sewer project for
construction (if timing can align).

Opportunities

5
6

A
A
A

1
2

B
B

11.

New bridge – TA could install new abutments for the temp
vehicle bridge, to be used for permanent walking/cycling
bridge – if the temporary bridge abutments are in-ground.

22.

Mud ponds – TA reinstatement of path network here can be
done to align with new bridge/access.

33.

Walkway to northern side – potential for TA to formalise
pathway as part of making good the area. They will be
tracking this area with vehicles for installation of pipe.
Requires coordination with bridge installations to ensure
connections.

44.

Stream bank stabilisation alongside Champion Street –
TA could potentially help protect road asset through bank
stabilisation

55.

New Bridge – TA could install new abutments for future
bridge in coordination with permanent pipe crossing.
Alignment and access to pipe needs coordination.

66.

Champion Street entrance – remediation planting to
enhance access point (sense of arrival etc) and TA could
also install path connection to new bridge.

4
3

General Notes

AA.

Significant trees – TA to avoid root protection areas of
significant trees that are to remain (semi-mature to mature
trees of amenity and ecological value - to be identified)

BB.

Stream bank stabilisation/planting – TA could extend
remediation area of planting to help with bank stabilisation
in lower reaches

CC.

Path drainage – wherever new paths and remediation
of existing paths are constructed, drainage is to be
incorporated

DD.

Manhole access – TA to ensure that all new and existing
sewer manholes remain flush/ at grade as permanent
condition

EE.

Lighting - Improvements to park entrance areas could
include lighting provision/enhancements
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Reach 02, 03, 04
6

7

Opportunities
1

2

3

8

5

4

11.

Walkway to northern side – TA to provide pathway for
alternative route during construction. Pathway to be
permanent feature after construction period and TA to
construct to permanent (masterplan) alignment. This
includes improvements (where required) to existing path
north of stream culvert, so that it is suitable for use by park
run and other users.

22.

Car park adjustments – TA to construct car park to
masterplan arrangement, including new footpaths, car
parking, bollards and planting.

33.

New toilet block – TA could install toilet block to be used
during construction. As a minimum provide future sewer/
water/power connections

44.

Pine removal – expands extents of pine removal to
avoid having two goes at this area. Reinstate with native
vegetation to reflect masterplan ambitions. Maintain
understorey plants where possible.

9
10

1

55.

8
9

11

66.

44
5
5

2
2

7a
7

A

11
B
B

3

9
10

10
11

Formalised path – Construction access road to remain
as permanent pedestrian/cycle access path. Alignment of
access road to allow for future stormwater feature.

77.

York Place – Opportunity for haul access to become
new permanent pedestrian + cycle entry to the park with
associated amenity planting.

88.

Future stormwater feature – TA to determine requirements
as part of stormwater management planning for the wider
catchment.

99.

New bridge access – potential for TA works in this area
(sewer pipe removal) to include enabling future bridge
crossing.

6
6
7b
8

New path – form new pedestrian/cycle access path as part
of pine removal works – to meet the proposed York Place
access road.

10.
10

Lincoln Grove – close access as part of construction safety
plan. Permanent closure to be part of other consenting
pathway (e.g. Reserves Act).

1111.

Improved path access – construction access road to
remain as permanent pedestrian/cycle access path. Include

General Notes

AA.

Significant trees – TA to avoid root protection areas of
significant trees that are to remain (semi-mature to mature
trees of amenity and ecological value - to be identified)

BB.

Stream bank stabilisation/planting – TA could extend
remediation area of planting to help with bank stabilisation
in lower reaches

CC.

Path drainage – wherever new paths and remediation
of existing paths are constructed, drainage is to be
incorporated

DD.

Manhole access – TA to ensure that all new and existing
sewer manholes remain flush/ at grade as permanent
condition

EE.

Lighting - Improvements to park entrance areas could
include lighting provision/enhancements
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Reach 05
6

1

2

3

5

4

10

11
3
3

3
3

22
5
5

6
4

8

Opportunities

9

A
A

7

11.

New bridge and path connection to Nelson Avenue
– provide new bridge and form path (nom. 1500mm
wide gravel). Provides permanent improved access to
Bothamley Park from Aotea side.

22.

Enhanced access to stream swimming hole – as part of
vegetation clearance

33.

Bank batter – TA to provide remediation planting as part
of works

44.

Bellona Place – Opportunity for haul access to become
new permanent pedestrian + cycle entry to the park with
associated amenity planting.

55.

Formalised path – alignment to allow for future
stormwater feature

66.

Future stormwater feature – TA to determine
requirements as part of stormwater management
planning for the wider catchment.

General Notes

AA.

Significant trees – TA to avoid root protection areas of
significant trees that are to remain (semi-mature to mature
trees of amenity and ecological value - to be identified)

BB.

Stream bank stabilisation/planting – TA could extend
remediation area of planting to help with bank stabilisation
in lower reaches

CC.

Path drainage – wherever new paths and remediation
of existing paths are constructed, drainage is to be
incorporated

DD.

Manhole access – TA to ensure that all new and existing
sewer manholes remain flush/ at grade as permanent
condition

EE.

Lighting - Improvements to park entrance areas could
include lighting provision/enhancements
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Reach 06, 07, 08
6

1

6

3

5

4

5
5

2
11

4

8

Opportunities

9

11

11

2

7

10

11.

Pine removal – whilst road/path is being used for
construction access pine removal to be undertaken. (subject
to DOC approval for trees in marginal strip)

22.

Improved path access – construction access road to
remain as permanent pedestrian/cycle access path. Include
remediation planting.

33.

Formalised path – construction of path and enhanced park
access. To allow for future stormwater feature

44.

Future stormwater feature – TA to determine requirements
as part of stormwater management planning for the wider
catchment.

55.

Entry enhancements – as part of remediation of
construction entry point, permanent condition to be
installed, including planting, paving, signage, lighting.

66.

New path – construct new path (nom. 1500mm wide gravel),
including vegetation clearance and new planting.

3
3

General Notes

AA.

Significant trees – TA to avoid root protection areas of
significant trees that are to remain (semi-mature to mature
trees of amenity and ecological value - to be identified)

BB.

Stream bank stabilisation/planting – TA could extend
remediation area of planting to help with bank stabilisation
in lower reaches

CC.

Path drainage – wherever new paths and remediation
of existing paths are constructed, drainage is to be
incorporated

DD.

Manhole access – TA to ensure that all new and existing
sewer manholes remain flush/ at grade as permanent
condition

EE.

Lighting - Improvements to park entrance areas could
include lighting provision/enhancements
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